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The Belvedere Suite is located above Grandstand L and is an official ACM race viewing location. Offering a perfect 
viewing of the F1 cars as the tackle the Swimming pool section! 
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Race Viewing – Watch the action from the official ACM race viewing hospitality terrace located on top of Grandstand L. This 

perfect location has 360 degree views of the track including the swimming pool S’section, Pit lane and Monaco Harbour. As a 

bonus guests also have access to the pit lane on both Saturday and Sunday allowing guests to get up close to the F1 garages and 

cars. 
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Hospitality –  Breakfast is served to guests upon arrival, followed by a seated luxury lunch and finally toped off with snacks. 
With an open bar throughout the racing schedule with Champagne and a range of other beverages available to guests . All 
hospitality is served in a covered seating area making this race viewing location perfect whatever the weather.  
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Why this location –  The spacious Midi Terrace has superb race viewing paired with 5* hospitality from this landmark hotel right in the 
heart of Monaco. The Hermitage is home to Michelin star restaurant Le Vistamar, Crystal Terrace and Thermes Marins. Alexandre Gustave 
Eiffel who built Eiffel Tower also designed the Mezzanine. Guests can also enjoy stunning views of the harbour when watching the track as 
the cars speed through. You will not be disappointed!  

Why this location –  With stunning views of the track and added extras along with 5* hospitality. Guest watching from the 

Belvedere are also invited to attend the black-tie Grand Prix Gala Ball on Sunday evening which is attended by the F1 drivers and 

Prince Albert of Monaco. Additional €2,800 per person  
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